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Day of Infamy: For Whom?
7 January 2021: Battle Damage Assessment (BDA)
Bannon said the 6th would be extraordinary
There is a warning on this day after: Get set…
We have been seeing the statues be spray painted, pulled down, and drug off down the street. Who are
these people intense with the destruction of our past heroes like Lee, Lincoln, and Jefferson? We
actually saw Trump get pulled down yesterday in the rain, but who pulled him down? Who are these
people?
Did you see Antifa, BLM, and Soros there yesterday through the smoke amid the flashbangs and flag
waving…those ‘thugs’ that stormed the buildings, looted, and sat in the chairs of our government
leaders. Well, you say they were wearing Trump shirts and Trump banners and Trump flags. The media
immediately blamed President Trump for enticing the march to the capitol and the riot that followed.
We have to give the ‘left’ credit for the strategic strike of attacking the chambers. It worked.
The prize goes to the United States senior senator for New York, Charles Ellis “Chuck you” Schumer, who
delivered a statement to the reconvened session of Congress:

“I want to be very clear: Those who performed these reprehensible acts cannot be
called protesters – no, these were rioters and insurrectionists, goons and thugs,
domestic terrorists. They do not represent America. They were a few thousand violent
extremists who tried to take over the Capitol building and attack our democracy. They
must and should be prosecuted to the full extent of the law – hopefully by this
administration, if not certainly by the next. They should be provided no leniency.
But make no mistake, make no mistake, my friends, today's events did not happen
spontaneously. The president, who promoted conspiracy theories and motivated these
thugs, the president who exhorted them to come to our nation's capital, egged them on
– he hardly ever discourages violence and more often encourages it – this president
bears a great deal of the blame. This mob was in good part President Trump's doing,
incited by his words, his lies. This violence, in good part his responsibility, his everlasting shame. Today's events certainly -- certainly -- would not have happened without
him. Now, Jan. 6 will go down as one of the darkest days in recent American history.”
Let me be very clear. Hold his picture in your mind and listen to his words – if you can stand seeing him
glare over the top of his glasses - if you can stand to hear his gloating rhetoric. This is the “Get set” - this
is the warning of New Reset coming. Actually, his face could be and will be anyone of the many ‘left’
politicians who work for the cabal oligarchy. These faces have been around for the last four years
spewing the hate for Trump, our country, and the Constitution…remember it.
These faces will be a blur in the coming events as they shift and change into their destined socialistic
path. The blur means it will change. Biden is just a pansy. He was used just to get them to this new
“reset.” The Morphing of Congress, country, and Constitution will be like watching “Friday the 13th.”
Did you watch the GOP fold yesterday? Did you watch the leadership melt, fade, fold, and fail? They are
beat. Got beat. Got bought out. Sold out. Capitulated for 30 Shekels – Judas Pence leading the way.
Actually, seeing the Republican house and senate leaders acquiesce was remarkable. They knew they
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had been beaten but there was no fight back, no standing up with any kind of “I shall return” or
“Remember Pearl Harbor” no sir, “We are now here to agree and get along.” Lindsey Graham gets the
award for “Best performance in a losing role” with his “A hell of a journey” and “enough is enough”
speech. He said as he dismissed his fellow Republican Electoral College objections that now he could
agree with Rand Paul.
The vote was 93 to 6.
This number is reflective of where they are going. This is the “We win, you vote – now shut up!” This
number is the new reset for politics or the new social change ‘they’ are morphing into. Surely, the GOP
senators remember how badly the ‘left’ has done for four year doing absolutely nothing in Congress
except to hate Trump. Do they not know this will just go to the next step, the next vote, the next ‘reset’
change?
Want to say something about Donald J. Trump. He deserves more than he will get…am almost sad. As a
matter of fact I am. This is a sad day, a sad day for him. The feeling - to say the least - a letdown. Best
words that seem to fit are “He missed the field goal.”
Or we missed it for him…
The irony of all this is they got away with it. They absolutely made out like the bandits they are. Got to
give credit to the cover ups, the voting machines, the stuffing, printing, mail in lies…I just shake my head.
The third award goes to Stacey Abrams who in front of God and everybody help carry Georgia through
the same corrupt election on the 5th and they did on the 3rd. It is just *&^% amazing.
How can they do this and with a straight face and in front of cameras say it was “fair, with out any
cheating and was the most perfect election in history”? Well, they can. Just like BH Obama YES,HE CAN…
Next…
Here it comes. We know what is coming. They have told us. Schumer will carry out his “Finally, we own
the world” mantra. Hope you all are ready for it…
Maybe…
Just maybe there are some who will keep fighting – whoever they are, as I still cannot believe the
amount of folks that appeared to have bailed…maybe there are some who will keep putting sand in the
‘Democratic’ gears and maybe do what the dems have been doing for four years. But I doubt it. The
rules will be changed so fast no one will be able to keep up – like crap thru a goose.
Was Schumer correct with his speech on this being a Day of Infamy? Who’s side is he on.
Isoroku Yamamoto would be proud.
So, BDA. We got one alright. Ends up with something to do with a vinner schnitzel- just two words.
Get set.

I end with a fortuitous picture from a pilot friend of mine from OSU days. He sent this from his 10,000
acre ranch in Montana and it holds the sentiment for where some of us stand.
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Post comments
Bannon opened up today with a prayer for the country and the Constitution.
The problem with the Congress yesterday was not giving the time for the states to report the
irregularities in the election. A couple of states have issues and concerns and Pence was supposed to
have had the debate (or time for this) to get ironed out. THIS PROBLEM must be solved now or the next
election(s) – if the democrats have elections in the next few years. Some say Pence stopped short and
did not do the task he was given.
Matte Goetz, Florida representative said on the house floor yesterday that Antiva was causing the
problems. If I can find his tape I will store it. May he lead the resistance with a large crowbar!
We have been Zucked. This morning Face Book shut down all messaging from President Trump.
Chuck Schumer…you all are really going to like senatorial leadership, demanded this morning Trump be
removed with the 25th Amendment or IMPEACHMENT!
Am updating my comments 93 to 6, Get Set, and Next.
The words now are HANG ON!

